**KEY FEATURES**

- Address verification via ESRI map files
- Out of Jurisdiction Mapping, Bird's Eye Views and Street Views Using Multiple Mapping Engines
- No Required Geo-Database Maintenance
- Time Saving State/NCIC Integration and Imports
- Automatic Software Updates upon Login minimize administration and downtime
- Query Builder Integration enables Searches on every field and value stored in CAD
- Flexible Command Line Interface
- Dual Maps Provide Situational Awareness and Call Specific Mapping
- Interfaces for most Industry Leading Providers such as Pictometry, Zetron, Motorola Consoles, ProQA
- Many Fire Discipline features such as RIP-n-RUN with mapping, Advanced Runcard Support, Pre-Plans, Paging and Toning
- Automatic Location History
- Automatic Person, Location, and Vehicle Alerts
- Advanced AVL and Tow Rotation Features
- Inquiry Interfaces to Local Systems such as Student ID Databases
- Standards based Data Exports and Interfaces using NIEM
- Very Flexible Configurations for Unit and Call Monitors
- High Performance over slower Wide Area Networks and VPNs
- Online Help, Training, Release Notes, Videos and User Groups
- Support for all major 9-1-1 Vendors and Interfaces

**KEY BENEFITS**

- Handles Complex Fire and EMS Runcard Scenarios
- Hyperlinks to call specific State/NCIC Inquiries
- Automatic Detailed Call Process Logs
- Spell Checking Options
- User Configurable New Call Screens
- Shares Vehicle and Person History across Jurisdictions
- Automates Post Call Faxing and E-mailing
- Open Database Platform
- Intuitive User Interface
- Multi-Jurisdictional Agency Specific Settings
- User Configurable Display Preferences
- Interfaces to Industry Leading Alarm Monitoring Systems
- Designed by Experienced Industry Professionals